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One needs not have read Cousin Bazilio by Eça de Queiroz –something I will do shortly– in order to 

sense a powerful sexual tension in the homonymous series of paintings by Paula Rego (Lisbon, 1935). 

Made this very year, these works present the same preoccupations of the great nineteenth-century 

adultery novels: desire, guilt, jealousy. In one of them, the female protagonist rests her head on the 

lap of a male character. What is going on in his head is shown to us in a miniature prefiguration to the 

right of the image, where we see the same couple naked and copulating. The already literary character 

of Paula Rego’s oeuvre becomes explicit in this series, a large-format version of previous works as a 

book illustrator. 

 

Apart from this literary series, the exhibition also presents a large display of the artist’s graphic output. 

If it is easy to compare her with Goya it is not only because of the medium employed, but because they 

both share the same crudeness and freedom, the latter being not as easy a goal as it may seem. If this 

is great art it is because it is rich in meanings, like an etching where we see a blend between the 

iconographies of Saint Christopher and Charon. The river or lake this character crosses appears 

repeatedly in Rego’s etchings like a mysterious leitmotiv. Her themes, never explicit, come from the 

deep source of experience. 

 

The work of Paula Rego is  sprinkled with Catholic iconography, if very subjective, as in a Lamentation 

where a Virgin wearing a crown of thorns holds not a dead Christ but an enormous deformed figure 

which resembles a monstrous toy doll. These references may be a surprise coming from an artist that, 

though born in Salazar’s Catholic Portugal, was raised in a liberal and anglophile family and has lived in 

England most of her life. The fact that these religious references persist like echoes of her childhood 

demonstrates that one does not choose the images which most firmly cling to our memory. From the 

ambiguous way in which these references are presented, one could just classify it all as Surrealism, yet 

the sharpness of the lines of this great draughtswoman lend a more direct and crude nature to her 

visions than the soft dreamlike scenes of a Dalí or an Yves Tanguy. Furthermore, I don’t know to what 

extent these images (as in Buñuel, for example) are an attack on the Catholic Church or merely an 

arbitrary collage of memories and childhood experiences. 

 

There is something Virgin-like in the enormous crowned figure titled Haven. In her lap lies a minute 

figure in a likewise minute boat. It is, perhaps, an ode to motherly protection which violently contrasts 
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with the mother in Lullaby. The woman, we imagine, sings a lullaby to the girl lying on her lap while 

she covers her eyes so she will not see the grotesque woman who is approaching her. The girl has her 

legs spread wide open and the figure that approaches bears between her legs not a vagina but a small, 

monstrous head with sharp teeth. This horrible character appears repeatedly in what is probably Paula 

Rego’s comment on female circumcision. As I look at a similar image with the macabre title of Mother 

Loves You, I find out that thirty-five copies of this image were printed. I then wonder who can tolerate 

having this hung on their wall. 

 

The worlds of Paula Rego come from her imagination but in them we find unquestionable references 

to the reality we all share. Those worlds are in truth our own and so we acknowledge them because, 

despite their deformations, they tell truths. The truths of Rego are those of fables, worlds apparently 

alien to our own which nonetheless help us make sense of reality. She sees art as the most tolerable 

way –indeed perhaps the only one– of facing the crudeness of life. The truth of lies, in the words of 

Mario Vargas Llosa. 

 

Paula Rego. Cousin Bazilio and Other Stories. Marborough Gallery. Orfila, 5. Madrid. Until 21 

November. 
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